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The Stressless® Comfort 
Upgrade Programme
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STRESSLESS® COMFORT UPGRADE

Improving the best 
Since the initial release of the Stressless® Original in 1971, Stressless® 

recliners have gone through a steadfast evolution. New materials and 

new production technologies allow for small adjustments that make the 

world-renowned comfort reach new heights. 

And sometimes, evolution takes a leap. With the help of a few trusted 

employees, the makers of Stressless® set out to define how the already 

legendary Stressless® comfort can skip forward a few generations.  

The result is the Stressless® Comfort Upgrade Programme.
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Ola Arne Ramstad

Ole Kåre Grebstad

Anne Guri Ekornes Unhjem

COMFORT IS IN OUR DNA

Meet our experts
Yes, we have heard the saying: Never change a winning 

team. But the reason why Stressless® has stayed ahead 

of the competition for so long, is the steady evolution of 

our products.

When redesigning some of our classics with even more 

comfort in mind, we turned to some of our most trusted 

employees. The challenge we gave them was this: If you 

were allowed to rethink any detail on our recliners to 

make it even better, what would that be?

Anne Guri Ekornes Unhjem 

designed the iconic Stressless® 

Reno recliner in 1996. Celebrating 

25 years as a design icon and still 

among our best-selling designs. 

Ole Kåre Grebstad has more than  

40 years of experience from the 

factory floor and literally knows the 

designs inside out. 

Ola Arne Ramstad, our Production 

Director, has followed the evolution 

of the Stressless® production for over  

20 years. He makes sure that the quality

and the craftsmanship becomes more 

refined with every step.
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STRESSLESS® RENO

Rethinking 
an icon
It is no coincidence that Stressless® Reno 

is among the first recliners to get our 

Comfort Upgrade treatment. This classic 

is still among our best-selling designs. 

The redesigned version gets an even more 

ergonomically shaped seat, with an extra 

cushion and added curvature for better 

support. The head and shoulder area also 

gets a new cushion, making it more inviting 

than ever. 
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Adjustable headrest

Improved head support 
with extra padding

Improved back 
support with 
increased padding 
in the back cushion.

Improved seat curvature 
and ergonomic support. 

Increased  padding in 
the seat cushion for 
enhanced comfort. 

Plus™-system for perfect 
head and lumber support 
in all positions.

Glide™-system for 
effortless adjustment of 
the seating position.

360 swivel.

Heating & Massage

Power™ Plus™ System BalanceAdapt™ ErgoAdapt™

Heating & Massage

Power™ Plus™ System BalanceAdapt™ ErgoAdapt™

Balance & Glide System S-M-L

S-M-L

S-M-L

S-M-L

ComfortZones™

ComfortZones™Balance & Glide System

Choose between five base designs: Classic,  
Signature, Cross,  Classic Power™ or Home Office

ComfortZones in the seat 
and back cushion.

Footstool cushion that can be unlocked from 
fixed position to follow your movements.

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

STRESSLESS® RENO
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STRESSLESS® SUNRISE

A new dawn for 
Stressless® Sunrise
When rethinking the Stressless® Sunrise recliner, our 

experts found that placing extra padding in the back 

gave even better support. Thanks to our expert’s 

comfort knowledge and extensive testing of different 

options, the seat was given an ergonomic overhaul.  

The result: The best just got even better.
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Choose between five base designs:
Classic, Signature, Cross, 
Classic Power™ or Home Office

Footstool cushion that can be 
unlocked from fixed position 
to follow your movements.

Plus™-system for perfect head and 
lumber support in all positions.

Glide™-system for effortless 
adjustment of the seating position.

360 swivel.

Heating & Massage

Power™ Plus™ System BalanceAdapt™ ErgoAdapt™

Heating & Massage

Power™ Plus™ System BalanceAdapt™ ErgoAdapt™

Balance & Glide System S-M-L

S-M-L

S-M-L

S-M-L

ComfortZones™

ComfortZones™Balance & Glide System

Improved back and head support with 
increased padding in the back cushion.

Improved seat curvature 
and ergonomic support. 

Increased  padding for 
enhanced comfort.

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

STRESSLESS® SUNRISE

ComfortZones in the seat 
and back cushion.
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STRESSLESS® RUBY

Relaxation 
rethought
It’s almost impossible to tell from the outside 

unless you see the old and the new models 

side by side, but Stressless® Ruby has gone 

through a major comfort upgrade. Most 

significantly, extra padding and foam has been 

added in strategic places to heighten the 

comfort to new levels. The back now gives  

you extra support, while the seat has been 

reshaped with ergonomics in mind and given 

extra cushioning. When seated, you will most 

definitely understand: One of the world’s 

most comfortable sitting experiences has 

taken a new leap towards perfection.
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Choose between five base designs: 
Classic, Signature, Cross, Classic 
Power™ or Home Office

Footstool cushion that can be 
unlocked from fixed position 
to follow your movements.

Improved back support 
with increased padding 
in the back cushion.

Increased padding in the seat 
cushion for extra comfort. 

Improved seat curvature 
and ergonomic support.

Plus™-system for perfect 
head and lumber support 
in all positions.

Glide™-system for 
effortless adjustment  
of the seating position.

360 swivel.

Heating & Massage

Power™ Plus™ System BalanceAdapt™ ErgoAdapt™

Heating & Massage

Power™ Plus™ System BalanceAdapt™ ErgoAdapt™

Balance & Glide System S-M-L

S-M-L

S-M-L

S-M-L

ComfortZones™

ComfortZones™Balance & Glide System

Adjustable headrest

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

Comfort 
Upgrade

STRESSLESS® RUBY

ComfortZones in the seat 
and back cushion.
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The comfort formula
After taking a seat in a Stressless® recliner, you may find yourself 

pondering: What makes it so much more comfortable? The main 

reason is the level of attention it pays to how your body works, 

from top to toe, through patented comfort technologies like the 

BalanceAdapt™, Power™, Plus™-system and the Glide™-system. 

Part of the secret also lies in the sheer quality of materials and 

craftsmanship applied in the making of a Stressless® recliner, 

which makes it a sustainable choice that will potentially last for 

generations. Add to that the joy that stems from freedom of 

choice, when you get to pick the design, size, color and texture 

of your ideal recliner, and you may have found your answer.

We guarantee all electrical parts and motor 
on the Power™ system for a period of  
5 years from the date of initial delivery to the 
consumer. The battery is not included in  
the 5-year guarantee.

2 YEAR GUARANTEE on Power Batteries.

10-year internal mechanism & construction guarantee
We guarantee the internal mechanism and construction of our recliners and sofas for a period of 10 
years from the date of initial delivery to the consumer. The 10-year guarantee covers the mechanical 
functions in the recliner/sofa. The 10-year guarantee covers the internal framework of steel and/or 
wood, including the metal springs. The 10-year guarantee does not cover damage to leather, fabric, 
woodwork or any faults or damage caused by the use of the product other than in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendations, as well as any faults or damage arising from any repairs made by 
any persons not authorized by the manufacturer or use of non-original parts. Some natural settlement 
and indention in the padding and foam is considered normal and is part of a break-in process.

The patented Stressless® 
Plus™-system automatically 
adjusts the headrest as you 
recline – supporting your 
neck while you read, watch 
TV and rest.

The Plus™-system adjusts 
the lower back support 
simultaneously with the 
headrest. Upright or 
reclined, you’re always 
perfectly supported. 

Lower the headrest to the sleep position 
with one simple movement.

Adjust the Stressless® Glide 
wheels to the setting of your 
desire. You can automatically 
shift to any seating position 
simply by using your body 
weight.

The Plus™-system and the Glide™-system
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